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A warm welcome to our fourth issue, which represents BW’s first full year.
It’s been a bit of a rollercoaster for us all, and I can’t really believe where
the time’s gone. I’m pretty proud of what we’ve all achieved in the past 12
months, and hopefully it’s just the beginning.
By the time you read this, our new website, created by Eyeweb, should
have gone live. The old one was only ever a stopgap hastily put together
and maintained by me – it did the job up to a point, but the new version
will be so much better. Do keep on sending in your news stories – we aim to
get as many on there as possible and then we share them across our social
media, meaning we can help you get your message out to more people, and
the more interaction we get means our reach will continue to grow too. It’s
a win-win! If we put your story online, please share it, and don’t forget to
include your social media handles so it’s easier to tag you in our posts.
As ever, we have a great line-up of entrepreneurial stories in this issue.
Kathryn Shillito of HullBID talks about the challenges of maintaining the buzz
in the city centre as our rapidly changing high street struggles to compete
with the internet; Andy McLachlan of Fortress Health tells how a brush with
death led him to set up his supplements business; there’s Anita Pace on her
super-busy life as head of her own communications agency; plus the equally
super-busy Andy Capes of RSM, who says accountancy might not be sexy
– but it’s far from dull. With these features we aim to uncover fascinating
and inspiring tales and lift the lid on the person behind the corporate
position – whatever sector you’re in, we hope their stories will appeal on
this fundamental level. There are often nuggets of advice and learning
experiences that are common to most businesses, of course. If you own a
business in our region and have a cracking story to tell, get in touch and you
might just see yourself within these pages.
Finally, a heads-up for an event we’re holding to celebrate our first year
– this time, it’ll be on a Friday and will be a networking gathering with a bit
of a twist, as it’ll be a garden party-style event at the Hallmark Hotel, with a
barbecue and lots more taking place against the stunning backdrop of the
Humber Bridge. It will be on June 14 – so save
the date and watch our social media feeds
for more info on how to register. Hope to see
you there.
Sam Hawcroft, BW Editor

All contents copyright © 2019 Business Works.
All rights reserved. While every effort is made to
ensure accuracy, no responsibility can be
accepted for inaccuracies, howsoever caused. No
liability can be accepted for illustrations,
photographs, artwork or advertising materials
while in transmission or with the publisher or
their agents. All content marked Profile should be
regarded as advertorial. All information is correct
at time of going to print, February 2019.
www.bw-magazine.co.uk
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HAVE YOU HEARD?

KCOM PRICES HAVE INCREASED!
Have you checked your
latest telephone bill?
Dawn Power from Swan Industrial said:
“We moved to Cobus when KCOM
increased their prices and also started
to charge for local calls.
Not only will we save £1,164* but the
service delivered was exceptional and
they took away the hassle of dealing
with the network”

If you haven’t switched to Cobus,
then you’re paying too much!

For guaranteed savings contact us today
01482 225666 - sales@cobus.co.uk

Established Since 1991

The Cobus Communications Group are a wholesale aggregator using only Tier-1 connectivity partners.
We’ve been established for 28-years so we know a thing or two about telephone solutions.
It’s just like changing your gas or electricity provider! *Quoted savings based on an average 12-month period.
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InspiringBusiness series promises to be best yet
James Legal has announced plans
for its ‘biggest and best yet’
business encouragement initiative,
InspiringBusiness2019.
First launched in 2017 as the specialist
business law firm’s way of contributing to
the vibrancy of the Yorkshire & Humber
corporate community, its InspiringBusiness
series has so far brought together almost
600 professional people to hear the
personal stories of some of the region’s
most inspiring ones.
And this year it plans to build on that,
with a wellbeing theme designed to help
those taking part achieve a better work/life
balance.
To that end, this year’s speakers will
include Monster Supplements.com and
Peak Health & Fitness entrepreneur Mark
Bowering; internationally renowned clinical
hypnotherapist and positive mindset expert
Sheila Granger and Christina ColmerMcHugh, inventor of the pioneering
Moodbeam mental health wearable.
Also sharing their experiences of achieving
success, as well as the right mix of work
and play, will be Karl Elliott, chief executive

of Beverley Building Society, and Kerry
Solway, director of the Harrison Solway
national haulage company.
The speakers will be sharing their ‘warts
and all’ stories of how they made it,
including the life experience they gained
along the way, at three seminars, taking
place at the Hallmark Hotel in North Ferriby,
in March, June and September.
Mark and Sheila are also among this year’s
campaign partners who, together, will be
offering a business support package worth
more than £20,000 to the winner of this
year’s InspiringBusiness competition.
Handelsbanken and Hull-based IT expert
Computanet are also supporting the
campaign for the second year running.
The business chosen from dozens of entries
to win the 2018 prize, worth more than
£25,000 in vital business help, will be
announced at the first event of this year, on
March 7.
Nick Miller, solicitor and managing director
of James Legal, which has offices in Hull
and Beverley, said: “We’re delighted to
be embarking on the third year of our
campaign.

“It’s been an incredible ride so far, in terms
of the talent we’ve unearthed through
our competition; the hugely inspirational,
personal stories we’ve heard, and the
powerful connections that have been made
among the businesses that have been part
of it.
“James Legal is all about hand-holding
aspirational businesses to help them
achieve their potential for success, and this
campaign is just one of the ways in which
we aim to do that.”
He added: “In our experience, the thing
that tends to get overlooked the most,
among self-employed people in particular, is
their personal wellbeing. They often spend
so much time and effort building their
business and looking after their staff, they
forget to look after their own mind and
body and this can have a hugely detrimental
effect on them both in life and work.
“Many of the speakers we have lined up
for this year have powerful insights into
things like mindfulness, physical fitness and
nutrition, which we hope will help those
involved become not just more successful,
but happier too.” l

INDUSTRY LEADER URGES APPRENTICES
TO SEIZE OPPORTUNITIES OF NEW FACILITY

Tony said: “This is an absolutely fantastic
set-up with top-class facilities which enable
these young people to get a real grasp
of the basics of engineering. They are
preparing for life as engineers and for life
in its widest sense. The young people I have
met are really enterprising, enthusiastic and
aware of the privilege they have to actually
get on to this course. We need more
facilities like this.”
HETA chairman Dr Malcolm Joslin, who
worked at BP for more than 30 years, said:
“We very much recognise the importance
of professional organisations and we
actively promote to our young learners the
importance of getting involved with bodies
such as the Institution.
“When I started at BP there was a glass
ceiling. Without a degree you could get to
supervisor level and that was it. By the time
I left that ceiling had disappeared and if you
joined as an apprentice you could go all the
way.
“There are some fantastic opportunities for
you to build a career in the Humber region
because we desperately need engineers
and this is a fantastic part of the world to
become an engineer.” l

Apprentices at a leading engineering
training centre were challenged to make the
most of their “top-class facilities” when the
president of the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers called in for a fact-finding visit.
Tony Roche, who revealed it was now
60 years since his own apprenctice days,
told the young learners at Humberside
Engineering Training Association (HETA)

that the changing world was bringing more
opportunities than ever, but he urged them
to embrace lifelong learning.
Tony visited HETA’s £4.5 million centre in
Dansom Lane South, Hull, as part of a tour
of the region that also included Howdens
Joinery in Howden, the Siemens Gamesa
factory in Hull and the University of Hull.
HETA, which also has sites at
Stallingborough and at
Foxhills, Scunthorpe,
relocated its Hull centre
to the former premises
of Eltherington Group
last summer. The move
was supported by Hull
City Council’s Economic
Regeneration team and
by the Humber Local
Enterprise Partnership
(LEP), which secured £1.3
million from the Local
Growth Fund through the
Northern Powerhouse.

LEGAL MATTERS

New Year, new start?
Tel. 01482 320 620
www.bridgemcfarland.co.uk

Surveys suggest
that two out of
five people feel the
urge to look for a
new job around
this time of year.
As a result,
businesses may
see a spike in
resignations and/or
recruitment in the
spring.

Apparently so in the employment market

Nicola Barrass
For those businesses with an employee who
chooses to move on, some of the issues which
arise include:
What if the employee doesn’t give the
required notice period? Assuming the notice
period was clearly agreed at the outset,
this would be a breach of contract, and the
employer should consider if this is worth
pursuing. It may be if there is a financial loss,
for example, increased costs for covering the
role until a replacement is found.
Should the employee work their notice
period? Does the employer have a right to
require the employee to leave immediately
with a payment in lieu of notice (PILON) or to
remain employed but away from work until
the leaving date (“garden leave”)?
A number of factors will be relevant here,
not least whether the employer has the legal
right to impose these options - see below.
Also, does the employer have capacity to
cover the workload? Can the employee be
trusted to remain professional if in a sensitive
or client-facing role? Is there a negotiation to
be had if the employee wants to leave early
(the business may want to agree something
in return such as assistance in a handover or
finishing a key project)?
Garden leave versus PILON – depending
on the terms of the employee’s contract the
employer may risk a breach if they don’t allow
the employee to work the notice period. The
implications of this will vary and should be

fully explored first - for example, making a
PILON without the right to do so could release
the employee from any post-termination
restrictions they had previously agreed (such
as duties not to compete). If the employee is
going to a competitor, is garden leave better
in order to delay the employee’s start date in
the new job?
If you are the business recruiting then
this is the time to review the company’s
requirements for the role, the conditions of
the offer and the new terms to be offered.
The points above may of course be relevant
in the future if the person you are recruiting
now eventually moves on. One of the greatest
risks to any business is when a key employee
leaves. This may be someone in whom there
has been a significant investment in terms of
recruitment, training and development. Yet,
unless a business takes steps to protect itself,
it has no legal right to stop a former employee
going to work for a competitor or setting up
on their own, poaching customers or taking
other key members of staff.
Employment lawyers often hear it
suggested that post-termination restrictions
are “not worth the paper they are written
on.” However this isn’t true. What is
important is to spend time getting the right
restrictions in place. The courts will enforce
them provided they are appropriately drafted
and are limited to what is genuinely necessary
to protect the employer’s interests. l
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Q&A

BW’s resident photographer Leo
Francis explains more about his
schools project, Action Shots

What is Action Shots and why did you decide to set it up?
Action Shots came about after the NCOP co-ordinator for East Riding College got in
touch with Hull College about starting a sports photography course for young people
that would be delivered in community sports centres in the East Riding and Hull.
How old are the children who take part and which schools do you work
with?
Over the past two projects we have worked with pupils from Winifred Holtby, South
Holderness, Andrew Marvell and Headlands in Bridlington. The participants are aged
between 14 and 16.
How do you think learning photography skills helps the children?
We wanted to bring a creative subject to young people. The arts are being left behind in
many schools due to targets across the academic subjects. Action Shots aims to remind
young people of how enjoyable and rewarding such subjects are and gives them an
opportunity to play and experiment, without the pressure to attain a grade. Participants
have developed extremely quickly, creating unique and exciting images from everyday
activities. They have been asked to look at the world more creatively and in doing so
have become much more aware of the things around them. This of course develops
observation, teamwork and communication skills. The benefits have been wide and
varied for every young person who has taken part and it’s been a privilege to see their
development.
The course is funded by NCOP – what is this and what does it do?
The National Collaborative Outreach Programme brings together 29 partnerships of
universities, colleges and other local partners to deliver outreach programmes to young
people in years 9 to 13. Its work is focused on areas where higher education participation
is lower than might be expected given the local GCSE results. Our regional consortium,
Force, is led by an outreach team based at the University of Hull and is made up of eight
colleges across the Humber region. Force has worked with a huge array of schools in the
past three years to bring activities to young people with the main drive of raising their
aspirations to continue studying after school or college.
Where do you go with the kids?
For the first project we were based at community sports centres and it was summer,
so we worked outside a lot and took more ‘action’ shots. For the second project in
late 2018, it was winter and dark nights, so we offered a much more studio-based
programme and the images created were really different from the previous project but
equally successful.
Do you have any examples of how it’s helped the children?
Aiden said: “It’s made me take pictures in my mind and see things from a different angle.
It’s helped me see things in a more colourful way.” Jamie said: “It’s really sharpened up
my skills. I’ve always enjoyed taking photos but I’m enjoying it even more recently, I think
it’s just learning new skills and sharpening up things that weren’t so sharp.”
What do you get out of it?
I just love photography, it’s given me
so much, a focus, a career, a creative
outlet, everything. I really feel like it’s
a gift. If I can pass that on to someone
else, then that’s really rewarding to me.
hello@leofrancis.co.uk

Arcade transformation is
catalyst for creative start-ups
Arcade transformation is catalyst for creative start-ups
The transformation of a Victorian arcade has tempted
two natives of Hull to take their first steps in business
in their home city.
Polly Langham worked at Toni & Guy salons in
locations including Hull, London and Sydney before
deciding to strike out on her own with Milk. pure
hairdressing.
Ellen Crabtree still works as a barmaid to supplement
her work making babywear and has made the move
from online selling to bricks and mortar by opening
Belle and Benjamin.

The catalyst for both was the availability of units
in Paragon Arcade, Hull, which is now close to full
occupancy after a major overhaul by owner Allenby
Commercial, which bought the 1891-built arcade in
autumn 2017.
Polly said: “I live in Hull with my husband and
daughter and was commuting to London when I
worked there. But I love Hull. I love that it’s a big city
with a local feel and Paragon Arcade exemplifies that.
And it’s not expensive!”
Ellen said: “With it being an arcade you get a real
sense of community and it’s exciting to be a part of
that. I’d considered opening a shop for a while and
as soon as I saw the sign in the window I decided to
have it. The space is really cute and I knew it would
be a great fit for me.”
Georgia Allenby, design and marketing manager
at Allenby Commercial, said: “We’re only halfway
through the renovation and the space is nearly full.
As a local company ourselves we are committed to
adding to the appeal of Hull city centre, supporting
businesses from the city, encouraging people from
Hull to live and work here and people from outside to
visit here. Paragon Arcade is only a stone’s throw from
Hull transport interchange and the various shopping
centres and that location makes it super-accessible for
shoppers.
“It’s fantastic that Polly and Ellen – two people who
could have taken their business ideas anywhere –
have decided to stay in Hull and add to the richness
of our city centre because they can see the potential
for success from being part of the creative offering at
Paragon Arcade.” l

PROFILE

Short term finance can
give your business a boost
It’s 10 years since the financial crash of 2008, and
one of its legacies has been a tightening of the
rules around access to borrowing.

Bob Stones
Banks who got their fingers burnt have been
reticent to offer lending, relying on rigid
tickbox criteria to help them decide whether
applicants qualify.
Some, however, are swimming against
the tide. Often described by those in the
industry as a ‘specialist lender’, Together has
been in business for over 40 years, but really
thrived over the last decade.
Operating under a banner of what it
calls ‘Common sense lending’, they say
no to ‘Computer says no’. This approach
means they can often lend when others
won’t. For instance, they’ll consider most
circumstances, including typical ‘red flags’
like self-employment, imperfect credit
history, and difficult-to-mortgage properties
like nightlife venues, ex-council properties,
and mixed-use developments.
Owners of many buildings in town- and
city-centre locations could help to ease the
housing shortage by converting unused
retail and office space into residential rental
property. This could be particularly true of

the Northeast – over the 1991-2011 period,
the region saw the slowest rate of growth
in the total number of homes of anywhere
in the UK.
This typically requires planning permission
for a change of use, which can take several
months. And securing funding can be
tricky until planning permission is granted,
especially on a mixed-use property, where
only part of the space is being converted.
Meanwhile, you have to contend with
upfront costs such as architects.
In circumstances like these, a bridging
loan can be used to span the gap between
planning and completion – and, with
it, longer-term borrowing based on the
redeveloped property’s new value.
These short-term loans typically span
12 months, although you can often repay
them early with no exit fees. Interest is
usually charged monthly, but some lenders
offer options where there are no monthly
repayments. Instead, the interest is totted
up, and you repay the loan in full (complete

with any interest and fees) as soon as you
have the funds available. The earlier you
repay the loan, the less you’ll repay.
Broadly speaking, there are two types of
bridging loan – regulated and unregulated.
In simple terms, the difference is whether
the property used to secure the loan is your
residence.
If so, you’re looking at a regulated
bridging loan. These are designed to help
you overcome a broken chain when moving
house, or secure a property at short notice;
this can be helpful if you’re buying your new
home at auction. This is because you must
pay the full balance of the purchase price
within 28 days – faster than some mortgage
providers can operate.
Unregulated bridging loans are those
that apply to investment properties (like buyto-let and development opportunities), and
those secured against commercial premises.
These have a wide range of applications,
particularly in the business world.
Property investors in particular benefit
from the possible lack of repayments,
which frees up cash to perform renovation
works. Having secured distressed properties
at knockdown prices, they have time to
complete upgrades and hopefully sell on at
a profit. They then repay the loan using the
proceeds.
Bridging loans are often available even
if you already have a mortgage on the
property – helping to unlock equity tied up
in your premises. This can be used to invest
in staff or raw materials to complete a large
order, remodel, or solve cashflow problems.
Bob Stones, Together’s Business
Development Director for Northeast
England, Lincolnshire and the Humber,
says: “We’re seeing more innovative uses
for bridging loans, and a larger appetite
for lending over shorter time periods as
customers look to expand their portfolios,
increase yields, and change the uses of their
properties. All these factors are nudging
bridging finance away from being what was,
perhaps, once seen as a niche product.” l

For further information on Together’s
bridging loans, visit
www.togethermoney.com/fundingthegap
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The BID

behind the buzz
These are challenging times for any city centre, but as Kathryn Shillito marks
a decade on the front line of Hull’s Business Improvement District, she tells Phil
Ascough there’s a renewed sense of optimism.

W

hether it’s because of rent, rates or
the countless other costs associated with
selling from a shop rather than online,
Britain’s high streets and the businesses that
occupy them face a battle for survival.
But after years of decline there is
evidence that Hull is holding its ground.
Footfall is settling down, as is the rate
of vacant units. That doesn’t happen
by accident, and a key player in the
improvement has been Hull Business
Improvement District (HullBID), where
Kathryn Shillito has been on the front line
for 10 years.
Kathryn joined the BID in January 2009 as
operations manager, effectively shadowing
the boss in the twilight of his tenure before
she took over as Hull city centre manager in
early 2010. During 2018 she was appointed
executive director, a title that acknowledges
the elevated level at which she now
operates and the respect with which
HullBID is viewed.

It hasn’t always been like that. A BID
can only exist if it is approved by a ballot of
qualifying businesses in its region. It must
secure more than 50 per cent of votes cast
and a majority of the total rateable value,
and, having won the inaugural ballot in
2006, HullBID achieved renewal in 2011 by
the skin of its teeth.
A much more comfortable victory in
2016 indicated 80 per cent of businesses
were willing to pay the BID levy, which
equates to one per cent of the rateable
value on top of their rates, but the
successful outcome was based on insight
and analysis rather than unicorn promises,
and there is no danger of complacency
setting in.
Kathryn said: “I joined as HullBID
emerged from recession straight into
austerity, but we still got through the ballot
in 2011 and followed that with a very
successful result in 2016, by which time we
had rebuilt the team with a new structure

and a new philosophy of people wanting to
get things done and see us succeed.
“The first ballot focused my mind on
the importance of speaking to people,
acknowledging the questions they asked
and dealing with issues quickly, and we
became recognised as an organisation
that delivered rather than making empty
promises.”
At the heart of Kathryn’s commitment
is an early career that equipped her well
to cope with the challenges presented by
difficult circumstances and demanding
customers – she juggled domestic life as
a single mum of two while succeeding in
senior roles at some of the region’s biggest
hotels.
She said: “My approach has always
been one of engagement and respect.
Some of our members have been through
challenging times and I empathise with
their struggles. We have been entrusted to
support over 780 businesses with a strategy

bw-magazine.co.uk
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that adds value and we take that seriously
– but it has no bearing whether a business
is a huge corporate or the smallest of
independents, everyone is treated equally.”
The fact that once approved by a ballot
the levy is mandatory does trigger some
opposition, but the efforts of Kathryn and
her team and the outcomes that can be
shown to have benefited businesses have
won over some of the doubters.
Those 780 businesses cover 1,183
commercial properties, making HullBID
one of the largest in the country with the
average per BID standing at about 585. But
that doesn’t translate into being one of the
better off. Some BIDs charge more than one
per cent, and many local authorities collect
more from their rates than Hull. Factor in
the reduction in commercial premises as
offices are converted into apartments, and
you begin to understand the importance
of HullBID’s success in raising additional
revenue from modest charges to stallholders
at their major events and from sizeable
payments from sponsors eager to support
those activities.

‘‘

“I’ve seen a renewed sense
of optimism in the city as
businesses recognise the
potential. There is definitely a
buzz – people are optimistic
about what’s happening.”

Accountability is everything, as illustrated
by the fact that representatives of city
centre businesses are in a majority on
the HullBID board. The programme of
networking events and sector meetings for
retail and evening economy presents further
opportunities to voice any concerns.
It is a sign of HullBID’s growing influence
that Kathryn and her team are now trusted
– and even relied on – by businesses and
by the various statutory organisations to
broker important relationships. Hull Trains
seized the opportunity to brief businesses
about its temporary service problems last
year, and Highways England continues to
deliver progress reports on the Castle Street
improvements.
She said: “If stakeholders have something
important to share, they come to HullBID. A
lot of people are reliant on our actions and
when we have a conversation with Hull City

Council we do it on behalf of the city centre
business community.”
One example of a productive partnership
came when BID mobilised the city centre’s
independent businesses to join forces with
bigger organisations and the city council
in resisting the proposed expansion of
Kingswood retail park. Another was the
shared platform to promote the city centre
to major investors at Revo, a top retail
sector exhibition that was a stepping stone
to achieving national recognition for the
regeneration of the city.
Kathryn said: “There are times when we
have to challenge and lobby the council,
but we also share their vision for the city
centre. We attend some of their most
important meetings to share information
and that works both ways. We get to find
out what the council’s plans are, we have
a chance to ask the big questions and the

council finds out about the issues that
businesses are experiencing.”
Other calls come in from Business
Improvement Districts across Yorkshire
and beyond. HullBID was only the second
BID to be set up in Yorkshire when it was
launched, and many other towns, cities and
regions have since voted to set up their own
BIDs. Leeds and Sunderland BIDs visited
prior to their own ballots to see how a large
and successful BID operated and Beverley is
now working towards a BID.
They all recognise that having a BID
can boost business. Logically that in turn
ramps up the pressure on HullBID – if the
neighbouring competition makes itself more
attractive to secure that retail and leisure
spend and increased business investment
then you have to raise your game again.
The HullBID team of seven has changed
completely since the organisation was

www.cavecastlehotel.com

The perfect setting for your
Fairytale Wedding

Your day,
your way
Ca Castle Hotel & Country Club, South Cave, East Riding of Yorkshire, HU15 2EU
Cave
Tel: 01430 422245
Cave Castle Proof.indd 1

Remote
accountancy
made easy
Digital accountants for dynamic
and ambitious businesses and start-ups.

01482 770269
hello@whitethorns.co.uk
whitethorns.co.uk

18/02/2019 19:06
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established and its key priorities have
expanded as all staff take a hands-on
approach. They worked closely with the
City of Culture company to ensure the
programme brought benefits to businesses,
and they continue to collaborate with
cultural sector organisations that bring
unique events to the city centre. HullBID
has also developed its own events with
the multi-award-winning Hull Street Food
Nights and the Yum! Festival of Food and
Drink, which jointly attract more than
70,000 people. Such events can be a
catalyst for members – 1884 Wine & Tapas
Bar commissioned its own-brand gin from
Hotham’s Distillery after the businesses met
at a BID event.
HullBID’s support for the Hull Young
Professionals network will help to trigger
further activity particularly in the leisure and
hospitality sector. Their efforts to promote
job opportunities and to encourage young
people to pursue careers in the city are

‘‘

“We had rebuilt the team
with a new structure and a
new philosophy of people
wanting to get things
done and see us succeed.”

made easier with a vibrant social scene.
But it’s not all bread and circuses. Some
of HullBID’s most important work goes
almost unseen as cleaning operative Martin
Foster tours the streets at daybreak to clear
graffiti and remove assorted unpleasant and
even dangerous items from dark alleys and
from the doorways of shops and offices.
A radio system that connects more than
200 businesses provides a vital link to the
BID support officers, Civic 1 CCTV operators
and Humberside Police and is recognised as
making an effective contribution to security
in the city centre.
The strategy is straightforward – make
a commitment to creating safer shops,
streets, car parks and public spaces while
supporting, and sometimes devising and
delivering, the events that will attract more
people into the city centre to spend their
money with BID member businesses.
Kathryn said: “We are not blind to the
challenges and we are very aware of the

issues facing the high street generally, the
bricks and mortar retailers particularly. It is
still difficult because people are spending
their money differently and with caution,
but we are buoyed by the big influx of
independent businesses which have added
a lot to the vibrancy. The new houses which
are going to be built in the city centre will
generate growth and that will attract more
professional people to live in the city centre,
wanting to shop and eat on their doorstep.
Helping keep the city cleaner and safer and
staging popular events contributes to the
appeal.
“During my 10 years I’ve seen a renewed
sense of optimism in the city as businesses
recognise the potential. They see the
investment into the public realm work and
the Bonus Arena bringing people into the
city centre with the hotels getting busier.
There is definitely a buzz – people are
optimistic about what’s happening in our
city.” l
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MAYFAIR OPULENCE – WITH
A NORTHERN PRICE TAG
Kenny Keegan was
born and raised in
Dublin – but made in
Hull. He had lived and
worked all over the
world before he came
to the city in 2008. He
quickly fell in love with
it and made it his home,
and he’s been here ever
since.
A year ago, along with Julie Preston,
Kenny set up We Love HU serviced
apartments in the heart of Hull’s old town
and Fruit Market, offering five-star luxury
accommodation at affordable prices.
Kenny, 49, is a self-made man and a big
character who was born to stand out. A big
believer in backing local business, he gives
back to the city and its people in many
other ways, from supporting local charities
and soup kitchens to sponsoring local
football teams. He’s a big family man – one
of four children, he has four himself.
We Love HU is like a family, too. Kenny
is very much a hands-on boss, and he and
his close-knit team of three love what they
do – and so do their guests. Julie runs all
the social media, and also takes bookings
outside the various booking sites that
We Love HU is listed on. Vikki is on site
seven days a week overseeing operations,
ensuring that guests have their best ever
stay.
The one and two-bed apartments are
all bespoke by design and available for
short and long-term stays. They’re just
yards from Hull’s stunning marina, the
bars, restaurants and galleries of Humber
Street, as well as the Deep. Guests receive
complimentary fizz, and also benefit
from free on-site gated parking, quartz
worktops, smart TVs, super-fast free wifi

throughout, keyless check-in and a rooftop
terrace with spectacular views of the
Humber. The apartments are fully stocked
with essential toiletries and beverages,
which are all locally sourced. There is also
a two-bedroom property in Hull’s historic
old town that boasts all the same facilities
and amenities. What’s more, all of We Love
HU’s properties come with the same beds
as the prestigious Claridge’s in London – so
guests can experience Mayfair opulence
with a northern price tag.
So, what’s next? Standing still is not for
Kenny, who is described by his friends as
a visionary – indeed, his latest vision is a
high-end six-star development in the Fruit
Market, which will create jobs and further

transform the area. Planning permission has
been granted, and work is set to start soon
on turning this vision into reality. There
certainly are exciting times ahead. l

Follow We Love HU:
Facebook - @welovehu
Twitter - @We_Love_HU
Instagram - @we_lovehu
LinkedIn linkedin.com/company/we-love-hu
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PROMIS LIFE PLEDGES JOB CREATION
AFTER EXPANSION IN HULL

Court Files

A national life insurance business has underlined its commitment to Hull
by completing a move to new premises and outlining plans to almost
double its team.
Global Life Distribution (UK), which trades throughout the UK as Promis
Life, has relocated its Hull team of more than 50 to Worx on Blundell’s
Corner, meaning the development is now close to capacity.
Allenby Commercial, which bought the building in 2016, is continuing a
revamp that has enticed Arco, Springboard children’s nursery and Planet
Gym. Mad Volume Climbing will open soon. The Hull Daily Mail, which
moved to the site in 1989, continues to occupy part of the building.
Promis Life opened in Hull in January 2015, renting space in George
Street from leading call centre company ResQ.
Chief sales officer Jiin-Wei Ewe said: “We looked at other places in Hull
and elsewhere and in the end we moved very quickly. We could see
what they had done here with the other businesses which have moved
in and that made a big difference. We wanted something which is calm,
warm and home-like and we have invested in Hull because we have a
great sales team and we want them to build careers with us.”
Paul White, of Garness Jones chartered surveyors, said: “The
modernisation programme has released more than 40,000 square feet
of space which is now occupied. There is 1,500 square feet still available
and further development is planned.”
Georgia Allenby of Allenby Commercial said: “Promis Life has worked
with Red Frog Design to add the special touches which have turned
grade-A office
space into a working environment
which meets 12:04
the
BW QTR ADVERT MAG OUTPUT.pdf
1
20/02/2019
specific needs of the business and their staff.” l

Norman Court reports on
lessons learned in a lifetime
of making big business
decisions…

A BUSY FOOL?
Quite a few years ago, as I was the one responsible for driving
turnover and volume for the company I worked for, my boss, a
time-hardened Scottish ex-accountant, asked me whether I was
just being a busy fool.
“Not at all,” I responded, exasperated at the very question.
“We’re busy making profits – no busy fool here!”
He looked at me and asked what I understood about working
capital and investment, going on to identify those elements
of cash that were tied up in the business in buildings, plant,
vehicles, stock, equipment and so on.
“Tell me,” he then asked, “if you had £1,000 to invest and put
it somewhere rock-solid and without risk, where would you put
it?”
“A bank?” I offered.
“What sort of interest would you expect to earn there?” he
queried.
“Well,” I said (using the 2019 equivalent measure), “about
1.5-2%.”
“OK,” he went on, “what if you were happy to take a measure
of controlled risk, then where would you put it?”
“Maybe in a unit trust,” I ventured.
“And the interest you would expect for that greater risk?”
“Probably double – somewhere in the 4-5% region.”
“Now,” he continued, “what if you put that money into
something totally risky, such as a business, what sort of return
would you want then?”
“At least double,” I said. “Let’s say 10% or more.”
My inquisitor stopped for a moment and looked quizzically at
me. Unnerved by his look, I blurted out, “Well, have I got that
right? What IS the right amount of return for a business to
make?”
“I don’t know,” he replied. “But on the figures you have just
told me, I can say what is the WRONG level!”
“Just think,” he said, “about all the investment tied up in those
elements that I described earlier. If it wasn’t locked into this
business, it could be invested somewhere else, BUT” – and here
came the rub – “if the return that it now gives us (the profits)
when measured as a percentage against that total investment
was less than your ‘rock solid’ 2% at the bank, then why would
we be chasing rainbows, knocking ourselves out and worrying
ourselves silly, when we could simply put the cash there, sit
back and pick up a better result. If we fall into that equation
then we are being busy fools! So, go away and double-check
and THEN decide that you are not being a busy fool.”
… and that’s what I did. I now knew definitively what being a
“busy fool” was.
Now you do too – better go and check your own figures!
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HULL’S OWN INDEPENDENT SUPPLIER - for a great range
& prices. Look no further for a comprehensive selection
of Safety/Work Wear and Camouflage/Military Wear.
• Safety Wear/Hi-Vis
• Safety Footwear
• Safety Accessories

• Uniform/Accessories
• Camouflage/Adults/Kids
• Agent for Alexandra

with this advert !
VISIT: 724 Holderness Road, HULL, East Yorks, HU9 3JA
• Opposite Astoria Bingo/near Morrisons
CALL: 01482 706395
EMAIL: admin@camowork.co.uk
WEB: www.camowork.co.uk order online!
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The importance of a strong and dedicated
team through equality and inclusion
Hull Trains
Europa House
184 Ferensway
Hull HU1 3UT
Tel: 0345 071 0222
Email: customer.services@hulltrains.co.uk

One of the values
that Hull Trains
was formed on
was to provide the
highest standards
of customer service
for all who travel on
its services. More
than 19 years later,
and that value still
remains as strong
as it did back when
the first train left for
London.

The team at Hull Trains is highly regarded as
one of the best for customer service and has
won numerous awards that recognise this.
One of the strengths that the business has is
demonstrating the value of its staff and, as a
result, staff turnover has been low. The ‘Hull
Trains way’ has been embedded into every
team member and many have progressed
their career.
The Hull Trains ethos is also centred around
equality and inclusion. More than 52% of
the team is female – a rare statistic for the
Tom Maclachlan – Commercial and
Customer Experience Director
“I’ve joined Hull Trains from FirstGroup where
I’ve worked on rail projects right across
the country. Hull Trains really stands out
for the friendly welcome
and personal service on
offer. It’s great to be part
of a team with so many
exciting projects going on,
especially with our new
trains arriving this year.”

Hannah Burr – Planning and Performance
Manager
“No day is the same at Hull Trains – there’s a
lot of problem solving and planning, so the
collaboration with the
team is vital in making
sure it all runs smoothly.
I work with a great team
and the dedication of
everyone means we will
always get the job done.”

Steve Johnston – Senior Project Manager
“I’ve worked in the rail industry across the
UK – what immediately struck me about
Hull Trains was the fact
that it has the same values
as a family-run business.
Everyone cares above and
beyond their role and do
their utmost to get things
done. It is an exciting
place to work.”

rail industry, and more than a third of the
train drivers are female. Every member of
the team has also had some input into the
development of the new £60m state-of-theart trains that will be launched later this year.
It is through these values that the team are
dedicated to the business and will go above
and beyond to ensure it thrives. This can be
seen at all levels – the team is constantly
commended for its excellent customer service
on any of the 92 services run per week and
they set the bar in the rail industry. l
Jenny Wilkinson –
Head of Customer
Experience
“Hull Trains is a great
place to work – I’ve been
here since 2002 and it is
clear that the team really
care about our customers
and each other. Most of us are from Hull and
East Yorkshire and we all have a pride in this
business and to represent our region.”
Maryanne Tennyson – On-board manager
and trainer
“My first shift with Hull Trains was four days
after the first service ever left Hull. We have
a really strong group of
people here – it’s like
a family. It’s great that
people love working for
the company and many
have been here more than
10 years.”

Mark Shepherd – Head of Safety
“Hull Trains has always stood out as a
company that wants to do more for its
customers. As Head of Safety, it’s great to
get involved with customers and hear what
is important to them.
Even though I’ve joined
recently, there is a strong
community feel about this
business and that can be
seen through everything
we do.”
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ndy McLachlan had always been
“as fit as a butcher’s dog”. But on a bright
spring day in March 2016, his world turned
upside-down minutes after he’d completed
one of his regular workouts at home. He
began to feel unwell, and what felt like a
“steel band” around his chest began to
tighten and tighten, and within the hour he
was at Hull’s A&E. He was having a heart
attack – aged just 48.
After he came out of hospital, he realised
there was a lack of information on heart
health for people like him – everything from
nutrition, fitness, lifestyle, family history,
even mindset. He said, “Being a fairly
inquisitive sort of fellow, I started to do a
lot of research on the internet with regards
to nutrition and how to fortify one’s heart,
and I started to look at all these different
nutrients that the general public know
nothing about in real terms, even though
they are in our face, under our very noses.
We don’t really understand the benefits of
something like magnesium and the benefits
on the heart and the body, so I got quite
geeky about it, really, so much so that I
started taking supplements myself and
started to feel a lot better. I’m sure it helped
my recovery.”
Andy sought to turn this experience
into a business opportunity, and Fortress
Health, a free online information portal
and supplements store, was born. He and
his wife Sarah struggled to find backing,
but they pressed on regardless, such was
their passion. “I went knocking on the
doors of some large UK manufacturers
who didn’t really want to entertain me,”
Andy says. “I think they thought, who the
hell are you? We were asking for meetings
with pharmacologists, scientists, and really
big companies, but they were just not
interested. So it took some pushing and
pulling to create our first batch of the brand
for Fortress Health. And as of May last year,
we went to market on Amazon as a starting
point.”
Their three core products include, firstly,
Co Enzyme Q10; the body only makes
this in smaller amounts as we get older,
but it helps protect cells from damage,
boosts heart health, and supports muscle
strength. The second supplement combines
magnesium citrate and vitamin B6, which
are also key for heart function as well as

‘We’re the

Ferrari
Sam Hawcroft talks to Andy McLachlan, who
turned a near-death experience into a blossoming
business opportunity.
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of the

supplements
industry’

helping relaxation, stress management,
brain function, mood and sleep; the third
product offers vitamins D3 and K2, which
support improved bone and dental health
and protect against disease.
All of these are found in nature,
of course, but Andy points out that a
combination of mass food production and
our busy lifestyles mean that we may not be
getting as much of these essential nutrients
as we need, and it’s not necessarily as easy
to come by them as it may have been back
in the day, when we all moved a bit more
and our diets and lifestyles were simpler.
“Consider magnesium as an example,”
says Andy. “You get magnesium from,
say, asparagus, but you only get the
magnesium if it’s in the soil in the first
place and, of course, it’s not in the soil
because of intensive farming. So we’re
all massively deficient in magnesium and
that one nutrient is responsible for 300
different reactions inside the body. And
it’s an amazing thing that when people
start taking magnesium, they sleep better,
they feel less stressed, they think clearer,
they’ve got more energy – because that’s
the component that’s pulling everything
together.”
Andy is at the very start of his journey
with Fortress Health, but that certainly
doesn’t mean he’s after instant success
and a quick buck – quite the opposite. He
and Sarah have put a lot of thought into
building the brand and where it sits in the
marketplace, and they’re under no illusions
as to the competition in the multibillionpound supplements industry. “We’re
completely embryonic, we’re the tiniest,
tiniest little dot on the horizon, but that’s
how Apple started. We feel really confident
and excited, and we’ve just started to push
the social media as it’s such a fantastic
tool to reach out to people. We just want
people to live a better life and that’s come
from the potential devastation that my little
family would have suffered through me
popping my clogs at 48.”
Indeed, the brand is the thing – Andy has
had much experience in business, owning
various shareholdings and franchises, but
he has never started anything like this
before. “The reality is, when you’re starting
a brand, from scratch, from absolute
nothingness, you’ve got to really think on
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your feet because you’re creating absolutely
everything including the logo! I think that’s
the most exciting thing for me. I’ve had
forays into business, but I’ve never outright
owned a business like this, and it’s unlike
any other challenge. Most people launch a
business. What I did was launch the brand.
And that brand is really key.”
Andy also has plans to launch a
sportswear brand based on the classy
monochrome castle logo, which is
trademarked and has interesting origins. It
turns out that Andy’s distant ancestry lies in
the Scottish Clan Maclachlan, whose ruined
castle dates back to the 15th century; given

that Andy and his wife are self-confessed
history nerds, using the image of the castle
became obvious to them. “It’s an image of
safety, security and strength, and when we
first birthed the brand, we knocked around
all sorts of different connotations, but
Fortress Health – fortify your body – it just
had a ring for us.”
Another key element of the business
is its dedication to being kind to the
environment, as well as people’s hearts.
When Andy was in his 20s, he spent
a few years in Australia and Asia as a
scuba-diving instructor, and he saw even
then the damage that plastic was doing

to our oceans. So, when he launched
Fortress Health, he was determined that
his products would be as eco-friendly as
possible.
“We have a glass bottle and an
aluminium screw lid for our products,
which means that there’s no leaching of
nasty chemicals into them, and they’re
also completely recyclable. But it’s more
expensive than packaging it in a plastic
bottle. You can go into a supermarket and
buy some really cheap as chips stuff, but
the bioavailability of it is just not good; it
passes through your system and doesn’t
touch the sides. We wanted to make sure
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‘‘

“When you’re starting a brand, from scratch, from absolute nothingness, you’ve got to really think on your
feet because you’re creating absolutely everything including the logo! “

that whatever we did was the very best
of the best. I reckon we are probably the
most expensive brand on Amazon, but it’s
like that for a purpose – because we’re
bloody good! I think in business a lot of
people shy away from that. Of course, they
don’t shy away from it if they’re MercedesBenz or Ferrari – and that’s kind of where
we’re trying to position ourselves. Our
marketplace is people who actually place
their health at the top of the tree rather
than worrying about, within reason, the
cost.”
Andy stresses that the industry is heavily
regulated as to what medical claims can
be made about his products. “You’ve got
to be really, really careful,” he says. “So
we’re very respectful of that and say, you
know, we give no form of medical advice
for anybody. We always tell people to seek
advice from their medical provider, whether
that be a doctor or whoever, but the reality
is when you read the reviews that we’re
getting, it just speaks volumes. We had one
recently from a lady suffering with PTSD
taking all three of our supplements, and she
reckons it’s had a really meaningful impact
on her life, and she’s feeling incredibly

better (her claim, not mine). Now it could
be that maybe she was really deficient in a
lot of different minerals and vitamins and
just the fact that she’s now taking some
stuff is really helping. We’re not personal
trainers, we’re just normal people trying
to give people a little bit of support and
encouragement through our social media
circle.” Neither are they remotely like those
protein-shake companies that demand
extreme regimes and radical changes to
diet. “We’re basically just giving people a
little bit more supplementation of some of
the good stuff that they need to have.”
I suddenly have a vision of Andy and
Sarah standing before the Dragons in
the Den, with a stand bearing their
immaculately packaged bottles. “That’s
really quite weird that you’ve said that,”
says Andy. “I spoke to a mate of mine last
week, and he said, when are you going on
Dragon’s Den? And I said, you know what,
I’m not interested because they’re not very
nice people and I wouldn’t want them in
the business. And he said, Andy, you’ve got
it wrong, because that’s the best TV advert.
So I might look at seeing if I can get on!”
As they say, watch this space.

It’s worth pointing out that when I spoke
to Andy, it was on a grim, cold Monday
morning in January, when my motivation
and energy levels were hovering just
above zero. I had made a vague new year
resolution to get out and do a bit more
walking, so after my inspiring chat with
Andy I put on my trainers and got out
there. He also very kindly sent me some
Fortress Health samples and, while, as
I write this, it might be too early to tell
whether they’ve had an impact, I think I
have had fewer headaches and I do feel
generally pretty good. This might also have
something to do with the fact I’ve just done
Dry January and cut more of the bad stuff
out of my diet – but, then, this is exactly
the rounded approach Andy is trying to
promote. None of it can do me any harm,
and it is much more likely to do me some
good. Having not that long ago passed
a ‘big’ birthday, I heartily agree that you
cannot put a cost on your health. l
Join the online community at
www.fortresshealth.co and follow
Fortress Health on Facebook and
Instagram
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Q&A

If you own any
commercial premises,
you should be expecting
your annual business
rates bill very soon,
if you haven’t had it
already. Adrian Smith
of AS Rating answers a
few common questions:

What should I do when I receive my bill?
You should check the rate demand, as you would with any other
“bill”. If you are unsure, take advice. Business rates could be one
of your business’s greatest costs.
How has my bill been worked out?
The amount you pay in business rates is based on your property’s
rateable value. The rateable value is calculated by the Valuation
Office Agency.
Your business rates bill is initially calculated by multiplying
the rateable value of the property by the “rate multiplier”.
There can then be numerous adjustments, so this is not always
straightforward.
What can I do if I think my rates are incorrect?
This will depend on why you think they are incorrect.
With effect from April 1, 2017, a new system has been
introduced, based on a three-stage process of checking,
challenging and, finally, appealing against the business rates
valuation assigned to your premises.
Ratepayers can then check whether other business premises
appear to have been based on correct information online, and
advise the VOA of any discrepancies. The VOA is then obliged to

send back its “check decision” for that property.
Business owners who aren’t satisfied with the VOA’s check
decision can challenge that decision.
The VOA then has up to 18 months to consider the challenge and
respond, or if the VOA fails to respond in that time, owners are
able to appeal against the rateable value of their premises.
If I am a small business, can I qualify for any relief against
my rates?
The new criteria are: qualifying businesses with properties that
have a rateable value of £12,000 and below receive 100% relief.
Qualifying businesses with properties that have a rateable value
between £12,001 and £15,000 receive relief on a sliding scale.
When will the next business rates revaluation be?
The Government has decided to revalue all non-domestic
buildings by April 2021, rather than 2022 as originally planned.
My bill includes the words “and premises” – am I also
being billed for the domestic part of the building?
No, this is the description used by the VOA to cover all the
constituent parts of the property such as the kitchen area or
toilets.
Do you think the system works or is it in need of reform?
It works in a similar way to hitting your thumb with a hammer to
take away the pain of a headache.
Adrian Smith Rating
One Business Village, Emily Street
Hull HU9 1ND
01482 770223
01964 625415
www.asrating.com
info@asrating.com

ADRIAN SMITH RATING

ROOFTOP BAR & TERRACE

Elevated perspective from our
stunning rooftop cocktail bar
On the site of the old LAs, we bring you a new elevated perspective
from our stunning rooftop cocktail bar, located on the 4th floor of
the DoubleTree by Hilton Hull, with amazing views across the city.

Bookings: 01482 947458 | events@doubletreehull.com

www.thelexingtonbar.co.uk
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Dinner with

Marco
Joe Sargieson meets the legendary chef at the Hull
steakhouse that bears his name.

As a young man of eighteen, Marco Pierre
White was a regular visitor to Hull. “I used
to come to Hull every Sunday,” he says.
“When I was 18, working at the Box Tree
in Otley, I used to come to help the coffee
waitress’s husband do up his fishing boat. I
remember as a kid hearing about the Cod
Wars on the news but I didn’t really know
much about it, and then arriving in Hull
on a Sunday and seeing all those Atlantic
trawlers, all rusting. I thought it was very
sad.”
The change that has happened in Hull
in the years since hasn’t escaped Marco.
“If you look at Liverpool, if you look at
Manchester, if you look at Leeds or Hull,
all those northern industrial cities, they’re
all developing and evolving, and I think for

Hull getting the City of Culture must have
helped enormously.”
We met over dinner at his new
restaurant in Hull. The Marco Pierre White
Steakhouse & Grill, at the DoubleTree by
Hilton, was the location for a special book
signing and meet and greet late last year,
and the cover charge included a copy of
the 25th anniversary reissue of White Heat,
Marco’s influential classic British cookbook.
It was also his first visit to the restaurant,
and a chance for staff and patrons alike
to meet the man whose name is over the
door, and whose portraits, in stark black
and white, line the walls.
Marco is obviously proud of his Yorkshire
heritage, growing up just down the road in
Leeds, before heading for the bright lights

of the capital to learn his trade in some of
the world’s most demanding kitchens. “I’m
very loyal to Yorkshire,” he says. “I taught
my children, my boys, never to send red
roses, only ever send white roses, and I tell
my daughter never to accept red roses. My
accent might have softened, but one thing
that never changes is your values… or your
sense of humour.”
He also credits his northern attitude as
a drive behind his success after moving to
London aged only 16 with no qualifications
and few possessions – just “£7.36, a box of
books and a bag of clothes” as the legend
has it. “I was never ambitious,” says Marco.
“I just wanted to prove them wrong, all the
people down south who thought, ‘Who is
this Yorkshire lad, what does he know?’”
By the age of 33 Marco had become the
youngest-ever chef to be awarded three
Michelin stars and achieved fame as one of
the first of a new breed of celebrity chef.
It’s a Herculean achievement, but one he
speaks of modestly. “Those Michelin stars
weren’t for me, I was just the conductor,
tasting things, co-ordinating,” he says,
“The orchestra behind me were the ones
who earned them. Everything I did was to
pave the way.”
Marco also earned a reputation as
a demanding boss. A rock-star énfant
terrible of the gastronomic world. Today
his description of a kitchen still seems to
match this worldview. “The best quality in
a kitchen is the ability to absorb pressure.
If you can’t absorb pressure, you can never
deliver,” he tells us. Generally, though,

Photography: www.cluskeysmith.com
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Marco seems more relaxed. “We’re in the business of selling a night
out. When I go out to a restaurant, I go to have fun. I always look at
the positives in life and the negatives, I deal with.”
But does this mellowing affect his standards? “I think you have a
duty to your clients, a duty to deliver value. I’m also a great believer in
consistency, and consistency is born out of discipline.”
A starter of seared sea scallops with black pudding, crisp pancetta
and cauliflower purée arrives at our table. It’s a type of gastropub
British dining staple now, but the dish probably would not exist without
Marco and his ilk’s championing of seasonal British food combined with
classical French restaurant cooking. It’s presented and cooked perfectly,
and delivered under his eye without any apparent nerves or hesitation.
His visit could be a stressful service, but the staff in the kitchen and
front of house seem to be rising to the challenge and scrutiny. It’s no
less than Marco would expect.
Marco seems proud too of his patriarchal role, providing mentoring
and employment for young catering students. Before dinner Marco was
in the kitchen meeting with a group. “There’s nine of them who are
first-year college students, who’ve just left school in September, and
one second-year student, and they’re working in the kitchen tonight.
One of them works day-release with us so he comes every week which
is very good,” Marco tells us. “When I was a young boy, I was given
opportunity, and once you get older and you’re in a certain position,
then you can create opportunity. And I think what is important is
creating an environment for everyone to enjoy or learn from.”
The natural choice for the main course in a steakhouse is steak and
chips with a béarnaise sauce, which does not disappoint, although
unfortunately it does not leave anywhere near enough room for the
dessert; rice pudding served with delicious sherry-soaked prunes.
And Marco’s favourite ingredient from his home county? Rhubarb.
Best cooked in a crumble, obviously, but then Marco describes an
elaborate and complicated method of boiling, straining and creating a
rhubarb and custard creme brulée with an emulsified bottom layer of
the rhubarb essence. It’s a far cry from the sticks of raw rhubarb dipped
in sugar that we both remember from our childhoods. Sitting in Marco’s
restaurant in Hull’s Hilton today, the city certainly seems a far cry from
those rusting trawlers that he remembers from his first visits. l
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Pac by nam ,
pac by natur
Sam Hawcroft talks to busy communications agency boss Anita Pace.

D

uring Hull’s City of Culture year
in 2017, the Hull Daily Mail unveiled its
“power list” – the 68 people the paper
felt were “making a difference to business,
culture and promoting good causes in the
city”. Quite why they couldn’t find another
two people to make it a nice round number
is a bit mystifying, and it was an eclectic
list, to say the least – but Anita Pace
says she was thrilled, nevertheless, to be
counted among Hull’s biggest movers and
shakers.
It’s certainly been a hectic three-and-abit years since Anita set up Pace, which
has grown rapidly to become one of the
region’s leading creative communications
agencies. Its diverse clients include Hull
City Council, KCOM, Hull New Theatre,

Hull’s DoubleTree by Hilton, Middle Child
Theatre and the international sportswear
brand XBlades. It’s serendipitous that Pace
is Anita’s real surname, as it’s so fitting for
both the ethos of her company, and Anita
herself. She’s Pace by name, and full of
pace by nature.
Indeed, she admits she often finds it
difficult to take time off and recharge,
and says that if there’s anything she would
change about the past few years, it would
be to just stop and live in the moment.
“I’m guilty of not really savouring the
moment and enjoying it for what it is,”
she says, “because even though you have
a good week or a good month, you can’t
sit back and relax because you’re thinking
about next week or next month. I think it

is important to try to enjoy it. Enjoy it for
what it is at that time. But I have a young
family, so I do feel like a juggle a lot. I work
long hours but I do try to be there for the
children.”
Anita started her career in the early
1990s as a graduate trainee with what
was then Kingston Communications
(now KCOM), working her way up into
management roles and later transferring
to the company’s London office. She’d
notched up more than 20 years for the
firm before she felt she was ready to take
a four-year career break to start a family
with her husband; she had two daughters
– Mia, who’s now nine, and Pippa, seven.
But being a stay-at-home mother was not
for Anita – it wasn’t long before she was

bw-magazine.co.uk
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itching to get back into full-time work.
“Much as I love my children, I was kind of
going a bit of stir-crazy,” she laughs. “I was
missing the working life – my career had
defined who I was.”
A number of things conspired to see
Anita and her family moving back up north
– her husband is originally from Australia,
so because “home” to him was Melbourne,
he was fairly relaxed about where he
lived in the UK, and as luck would have
it, the Chinese company he was working
for at the time had its northern UK office
in Howden. “Seduced” by the property
prices in East Yorkshire, it didn’t take too
much to pull Anita back home. Her former
employer, KCOM, invited her back to work
for them as a director, running the contact
centre and the media business. “I’d left on
good terms, and I’d never planned to go
back,” she says. “I mean, to be honest, I
never planned to move back north, having
moved to London and then Surrey, but
with young children, we wanted to be near
family. KCOM asked if I’d be interested in
going back, and it felt like the right thing
to do. It meant that I could go back into my
working life with a company and people
I knew well. It made the transition a lot
easier.”
However, Anita was biding her time for
when she could strike out on her own. “I’d
harboured this idea of doing my own thing
for a long time. I think anyone who sets up
their own business will agree that there’s
never a good time. You can always find a
reason not to do it, and you could put it
off indefinitely. I think I’d reached a point
where I felt if I don’t do it now, I’m just not
going to do it.”
Having built up a strong network since
moving back to East Yorkshire, Anita set
up Pace in September 2015. It’s gone from
a team of three to a 19-strong company
covering everything from branding, video,
design and print, publicity campaigns,
internal communications strategies and
all things digital including website design,
SEO, pay-per-click advertising, email
marketing and, of course, social media.
“People don’t communicate using just one
channel any more and people are very timepoor,” says Anita. “So it’s about making
sure that the client’s message, whatever
that might be, is delivered in a timely
fashion and the content is relevant. We

have to do that creatively and we wouldn’t
ever just use one channel now. For all our
clients it’s a mix of channels, whether that
be digital, whether that be traditional print;
whether that be outdoor, whether that be
broadcast media. It’s about putting a plan
together for our clients that will have the
desired outcome.”
When she marked the company’s
two-year anniversary in September 2017,
Anita wrote a blog entitled “24 things
I’ve learned in 24 months of Pace”. These
included: “Attitude trumps experience”;
“It’s OK to say no – I can’t physically be
everywhere I’m invited to be” and “Don’t
put off tough decisions – if I do, it just
makes them tougher”. Another was:
“Team fit is vital. If you don’t ‘get’ our
values, you won’t ‘get’ us” – and during
our chat Anita is quick to praise her staff.

“When I set up the agency, I said I had a
very clear idea of the agency I wanted to
create. I wanted it to be the best agency
to work for, so I invested a lot of time and
effort into getting a good team around me
and making this a great place to work. And
I think that shows in the people. It’s a great
culture; people like working here. We had
a work experience guy in recently called
Jason, and he ended the week by saying
that he didn’t want to leave. I’ve been
very conscious to recruit what I believe is a
brilliant team and by doing that I feel that I
can rely on them. They continue to surprise
me all the time with the things they can
do.”
Every day’s a school day at Pace, even
for Anita herself – she’s the first to say
she had perhaps become a little stale in
her corporate life. “Don’t get me wrong,

www.cavecastlehotel.com

Business, but not as usual.
Cave Castle provides a venue with first class facilities
to suit your needs. From the period tranquillity of the
smaller scale Kings Room through to the vast spacious
Ballroom Suites.

Ca Castle Hotel & Country Club, South Cave, East Riding of Yorkshire, HU15 2EU
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Tel: 01430 422245
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I was working hard, but I don’t feel like
I was necessarily being stretched to the
same extent that I am here. I feel like I
am learning things all the time, and I’m
learning things about myself. I’m learning
things from the team, and some of them
are a lot younger than me, but they
keep me young.” At this point, I ask that
journalist’s question I always hate to ask,
and which the interviewee probably hates
to answer. She’s 51, she tells me, but she
looks 41 – which is down not only to her
dynamic team but also the fact she makes
time for running, cycling and doing yoga.
Again, Pace by name, pace by nature…
At around the same time as she set
up Pace, Anita was approached to chair
the influential Bondholders group, a
position she held for just over two years;
she remains on the board, as well as
being a board trustee for Hull Children’s

University and the Tigers Trust. She’s
clearly a passionate advocate for Hull and
East Yorkshire. “When I lived in London
I was very loyal to this area and when I
heard people being derogatory about it
for whatever reason, I would be quick
to defend it,” she says. “I think City of
Culture has helped, but I don’t think it’s
the solution. We’re in danger of being a
bit too self-congratulatory about it, and
of thinking that the job’s done. The job is
far from done and I think you only have
to look around the city – obviously a lot is
happening in terms of development, but
there’s still so much more we could be
doing and if I can help in any way to try to
change people’s perceptions of this area,
then I will do.”
And just a few months ago, Pace
celebrated another milestone – its move
to Wykeland House, in Hull’s Fruit Market,

having outgrown its offices at nearby C4Di.
In a blog at the time, Anita wrote, “Moving
office was not a decision we could take
lightly. But as with any new business,
you’re only a ‘startup’ for so long. At some
point, you need to accept that you’re
growing up and with that comes some big
decisions and even more responsibility.”
She continued: “One of the team asked me
last week what I’ve learned this year. I’m
continuing to learn new things all the time
but the answer that immediately sprang to
mind was that having your own business
is scary s***. Not ‘scary’ in a negative,
paralysing way but ‘scary’ in an exhilarating
way. The sense of not knowing what’s
around the corner provides me with the
adrenaline to stay focused, energised and
excited about the future.”
Whatever the future holds, it’s sure to be
bright. Bright pink! l
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Travel in style with Lusso
In May 2018, James Fleming decided on a complete career change. He established Lusso Executive
with one simple aim – to provide business and private clients with a first-class executive transport
service they could rely on.
Serving East Yorkshire, North Lincolnshire
and beyond, Lusso Executive’s luxury longwheelbase BMW 7 series ensures clients travel
stress-free and in style, whether for business
travel, airport transfers or personal trips. Lusso
also offers full-day bookings, which are ideal if
multiple stops are needed.
Clients’ expectations are handled
with complete professionalism, ensuring
satisfaction time after time. Bookings
and prices are always tailored to suit the
requirements of the client and James will
ensure you arrive on time – every time.

Refreshments are provided and any requests
for any specific newspapers, magazines or
snacks are more than welcome. Some clients
may choose to sit back and watch a film while
reclining in the heated massage seats, while
others opt to use their travel time to work.
James said: “I still can’t believe some of the
celebrities and high-profile figures I’ve been
lucky enough to have looked after in the short
time since the business has been running.
“I hate poor service and, as I work for
myself, I’ll always try to go that extra mile and
tailor my service to whatever the client wants.

“My services have been used, by some
clients, to collect their important customers,
and all feedback so far has been fantastic.
“Whatever the reason for using Lusso, I’m
100% confident you’ll travel in complete
luxury and you’re guaranteed to arrive relaxed,
stress-free and, of course, on time.” l

U LT I M AT E P E R S O N A L S E R V I C E
F R O M S TA R T T O F I N I S H
Join us on social media

Executive Chauffeur Driven Travel Serving Yorkshire, Lincolnshire & Beyond
Business Travel ● Airport Transfers ● Personal Travel

To book visit our website lussoexecutive.com
Call James on 07803 936 663 or email james@lussoexecutive.com
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‘IT’S ABOUT
PEOPLE –
NOT NUMBERS’
Andy Capes of RSM tells Sam Hawcroft how he
worked his way up the hard way and why he’s
passionate about his home city.

A

ndy Capes is the first to admit accountancy doesn’t exactly have a “sexy” image –
and that, as a boy, he didn’t think he’d have an office job when he grew up. But if trying
to get hold of him for this feature is anything to go by, it’s clear he doesn’t spend all of his
time behind a desk. Indeed, no two days are the same for him, and he works with people
from all walks of life – from start-ups to multimillion-turnover companies.
Andy, 47, is the office managing partner at RSM in Hull, but his route to get to where
he is today was far from conventional, at that time, at least. Hull-born and bred, he
didn’t enjoy school and left as soon as he could, at the age of 15. “I was bullied, which if
people see me now is quite surprising as I can’t be bullied by anybody – and I think that’s
probably made me!” he says. He started on a YTS at Reckitts (now RB), before taking on
an apprenticeship at a firm of local accountants on Spring Bank in Hull. “I did it the hard
way,” says Andy. “I didn’t do A-levels or go to university. Ironically, we’re almost going
back to that now; we’re looking very much at school leavers and offering different routes
rather than purely academic.”
The firm Andy was working at in the early days was taken over by Streets Accountants,
which had offered him a partnership – but around the year 2000 he was approached by
John Haines, of Haines Flowers accountants; Andy became a senior manager there, and
later a partner. He remained with the firm during its evolution to become RSM. Here’s the
history in a nutshell: in 2007, Haines Flowers merged with Baker Tilly’s Hull office, which
was then the largest merger of its kind in the city in almost a decade. In 2013, Baker Tilly
bought the trading subsidiaries of the RSM Tenon Group. Baker Tilly changed its name
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‘‘

“I’ve worked with people from
all over the world, delegations
who are now looking at the
Humber as one of the world
leaders for offshore wind.
It’s fantastic.”

to RSM in October 2015, to unite under
a single global brand with more than 100
other firms within the RSM International
network.
So, RSM is a firm with offices around the
world, but Andy stresses that the Hull office
is a Hull business through and through.
Following the news that PwC is pulling
out of the city by January 2020, RSM has
benefited from some major firms in the
region moving their business across to
them. “The reality is they need a national
firm locally and that is what we are,” says
Andy. “We’re a team of 70 people all
living in and around this area with national
expertise.” RSM has just expanded within
its offices at Two Humber Quays as part
of a £1 million upgrade. “We’ve created a
new space because our team was bursting
at the seams. So, we’ve invested in our
local business at a time when others are
pulling out. We’ve taken extra space and
have signed up for 10 years, reaffirming
our commitment to the city. Part of our
investment in Hull is also invested in the
team who now have a fabulous new staff

area to improve the culture and working
environment.”
While Andy does think the region can
struggle to attract talent, he believes
City of Culture has “definitely” started
to change that. “Trust me, accountancy
has never been described as sexy and it
used to attract a lot more people than it
does now, but what I’ve seen from a staff
point of view is in the last 12 months is a
significant change. We’ve recently taken on
senior team members from Peterborough
and Reading who have both relocated their
families up here. We’ve just attracted a new
corporate tax partner who’s come from a
top-six firm from Leeds and moved into the
area. The city is starting to attract key talent
as people don’t see it as a backwater any
more. It’s a great place to live and work.
The best thing for me is that T-shirt that
said, ‘come to Hull, it’s not s--- any more’! It
never was, but people around here used to
talk it down.”
RSM was also one of the Hull City of
Culture Bid Angels, a group of leading
businesses whose sponsorship was

instrumental in the bid’s success. “That was
one of the best things we did,” says Andy,
“We dug into our pockets to say, do you
know what – we’re going to support that,
and we got in right at the early stages,
so that was something we’re particularly
proud of. Prior to 2017 the bid was a bit
of a standing joke, but the way this city
has started to evolve over the past three,
four, five years is brilliant. I’m not going to
get political about Brexit – but whatever
that future looks like, I think the Humber’s
got a fantastic opportunity.” Andy cites
the presence of huge internationals RB,
Smith & Nephew and Siemens Gamesa, as
well as “fantastic” local companies such
as Rix, Sewells and Hugh Rice. He adds:
“Because Hull is a port city, we’ve got
lots of international jobs; we get lots of
work referred in that needs international
assistance or requests for advice on setting
up in the locality.”
Helping firms with international
connections is one area Andy specialises
in. He points out that even a company
with a modest turnover needs access to
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Europe and the wider markets. “A lot of my business travel
is UK-based but does involve some overseas travel. We act
for businesses internationally including Holland, Germany,
Iceland, Saudi Arabia, South Korea, China and Japan. The
beauty of it is, you don’t actually have to be there, we
have the connections, capability and reach to act for global
companies. It’s amazing how much the world is becoming a
smaller place.”
I push Andy a little more on the B-word. Surely, given all
these international links, he’s worried about what’s going
to happen? “Business will find a way – it always does,” he
insists. “The worry is about the uncertainty. This city needs a
strong vision, the country needs strong leaders and whatever
Brexit looks like – or doesn’t – we just need to get on with
it.” He echoes our feature on Marketing Humber in BW
issue 3, when he emphasises the importance of the Northern
Powerhouse and the urgent need to improve east-west
connectivity. “Offshore wind is a great example,” he adds,
“because I’ve dealt with a Korean company that makes the
towers, and I’m part of the Team Humber Marine Alliance
advisory board. I’ve worked with people from all over the
world, delegations who are now looking at the Humber as
one of the world leaders for offshore wind. It’s fantastic.
Credit to national government for backing it, because people
even six to 12 months ago were saying, these windmills
don’t do anything. Absolute nonsense! Offshore wind is the
future – it’s massive.”

‘‘

“The city is starting to attract key talent as
people don’t see it as a backwater any more.
It’s a great place to live and work.”

Whoever you’re doing business with, whether it’s a Korean
wind tower manufacturer or a family firm from Hull – it’s
about people, Andy says. It’s about making connections and
going the extra mile to support them. He tells how, initially,
the Korean client’s representative had insisted RSM wouldn’t
be able to do their audit work as the head office had insisted
on it being carried out by one of the “Big Four” accountancy
firms. Andy’s response was, “well, it’s not what we can’t do
together – it’s what can we do together”. They helped the
Korean reps with everything from their water rates to their
TV licences and even their speed camera fines. “We said, if
you’ve got a problem, pick up the phone to us – we’re here
to help. It doesn’t have to be generating fees or money – we
became that go-to person for that client.” Not long after,
this same Korean client was looking to purchase a company
– and who did they choose to carry out the audit? RSM. They
had built up a personal relationship, and they knew they
could put their trust in the RSM team.
Just before we conclude our chat, Andy drops the real
bombshell. Somehow, we get on to football, and he tells me
he supports Leeds United. Wait a minute… He is a Leeds fan,
despite being Hull born and bred? As the famous quote from
Some Like It Hot goes: “Well, nobody’s perfect…” l
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Building a dream
Joe Bvumburai wanted to be an architect ever
since he was a schoolboy in his native Zambia.
As he was growing up, there was little space
for him to study in peace, away from the
constant streams of visitors to the family home
– until his mother “put her foot down” and
had a small extension built for him. From then
on, Joe realised the value of living space – and
he set his sights on learning how to create it
himself. “The difference that made to me is
why I’m here today,” says Joe. “I was able to
study and pass and go further in life.”
Although Joe gained a diploma in
architectural technology in Zambia, his dream
of setting up his own practice was thwarted
by the fact that most architects in Zambia
were members of RIBA (the Royal Institute
of British Architects), meaning he needed
to gain further qualifications. Joe applied to
various institutions across the world, and the
first to respond to him was the Hull School of
Architecture, at what was then Humberside
Polytechnic.

He arrived in Hull in 1982, with the
intention of getting his qualifications and
going back to Zambia to set up a large
international architects’ practice – but then
“life got in the way”. His future wife, whom
he’d met on a summer trip back to Zambia,
came over to Hull, they had two children here,
and decided to put down roots, as so many
graduates in the city do.
Joe’s first venture was Extra Design in
Hull, but it was a victim of the recession and
folded in 1989. He did various jobs, including
working in a pickled onion factory, to support
his young family, and finally completed his
RIBA architecture exams in 1993, after which
he started working at housing associations.
Another hand-to-mouth period followed when
he found himself unemployed in 2010, so
he decided to set up Eznat Architects – and
worked hard to start getting meaningful work.
The company offers a wide range of
housing development and architectural
services to the private, commercial and social

T: +44 (0) 1482
77 80 50
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sectors, from special needs housing to rural
and city centre developments, and from
house extensions to new-builds. Joe and his
team can help with all aspects of the process,
from the feasibility and planning stages to
building regulations and project management.
Specialist services include renewable energy,
water-saving measures and solar hot water
heating. As part of Eznat’s recent move to the
One Business Village in Hull, Joe has invested
in technology to increase productivity, which,
he says, is paying dividends.
One of Eznat’s current projects is the
transformation of the derelict former
Cooperage brewery on East Street in Grimsby,
which was last used in 1967. It is being
turned into 20 apartments, with two new
semi-detached old-style houses designed with
sash bay windows on the adjacent spare land.
And Joe still hasn’t given up on his plans to
branch out internationally – he has a number
of overseas feasibility projects in the pipeline,
too, including student and family housing in
Zambia and Ghana. l
If there’s a project, large or small, that
you’d like to discuss with Joe and his
friendly team, call 01482 778050
or email enquiry@eznat.co.uk

One Business Village, Emily Street,
Hull, East Yorkshire HU9 1ND
E: enquiry@eznat.co.uk
W: www.eznat.co.uk

At Eznat Architects we have the skills to design sustainable homes featuring:
• More than average Floor, Wall and
Roof insulation to reduce the need for
constant heating in the first place
• Water is becoming more precious every
year with demand:
We conserve water by using aeriated
spray taps, special formed baths to
reduce the amount of water used in the
fist place. We can also use technologies
to use and recycle rain water.

Eznat Half Page.indd 1

• Use of super energy efficient glass on
windows and doors

• Use of soakaway drainage instead of
mains where suitable

• Clever use of renewables such as solar
hot water panels and photovoltaic
panels for electricity

• Planting of trees and shrubs bearing
edible fruit

• Clever use super-efficient and long
lasting LED lighting
• Integral electric car charging to the
garage or carport

• Smart incorporation of vegetable
garden patch within gardens
• Use porous drive ways and parking to
ease flooding elsewhere

16/02/2019 15:59
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An eye for a great website
Tel. 01482 628 830
eyeweb.co.uk

Paul Scott has
been at the heart
of Hull’s digital
revolution since
business websites
were in their
infancy – now, his
company, Eyeweb,
is a leader in the
field.

Paul began his career 18 years ago by moving
down to London to gain greater experience
in web design – back then, the capital was
where it was at, if it was anywhere at all.
But ultimately, he was “Hull through and
through”, and wanted to come back up north
and set up in his home city.
Paul realised that, while his strengths lay
in web design, he needed someone who was
more of a sales whiz, so he teamed up with
his friend Shane Beardsley, and Eyeweb was
born in 2003. Their HQ was a spare room at
Paul’s flat in Kirk Ella, and as the company
grew they moved into a tiny office at Shane’s
business across the road.
In 2008, they joined Hessle-based
Intragroup. However, a couple of years later,
Paul decided to take control of the company
and go it alone, buying the other shareholders
out and moving to premises in Hessle Square.
For the first time, Eyeweb had its own office
space, its own signage – and its own identity.
They weathered various storms including
scraping their way out of some debts early on,
but they survived, and at last began to find
their feet.
At the core of the business was, and
remains, their Mission Control CMS/CRM
software, which they created and use
exclusively to build customers’ websites.
“USP” is an oft-used term, but in Eyeweb’s
case Mission Control really is unique, and it’s
endlessly customisable, meaning the resulting
websites are unique, too. “Wordpress is fine
for millions of companies,” Paul says, “but
for those who want something a bit more
custom, and want to fully get control of
their website, we feel Mission Control is a
great option.” Eyeweb’s customers include

Strata Holdings, Luke Campbell, Millhouse
Restaurant, Dutch Imports and Morgan &
Quinn.
A couple of years ago, they decided they
needed some high-quality office space to
match their high-quality web design offering,
which had by now expanded into a one-stopshop providing digital branding, ecommerce
and social media marketing services. They
secured a studio at the Maritime Business
Park in Hessle, which looks right out across
the river Humber and boasts stunning views
of the Humber Bridge. “Our new studio is a
very modern and creative space which really
impresses new clients,” says Paul.
Another big part of the business is its
commitment to charity, and the new office
has proved to be a great base for fundraising
events including, last year, their first 24-hour
gaming challenge; this year’s charity is Cash
for Kids, and they staged their second annual
event on February 28, 2019.
Aside from websites, Paul, Shane and new
business partner John have another string
to their bow – 15 years ago, they set up VW
Festival, and it’s gone from a one-day show
with 3,000 Volkswagen fans to a threeday weekend family festival at Harewood
House, Leeds, attracting 21,000 people.
They continue to oversee the running of the
festival, but fortunately, says Paul, they have a
great team working on it year-round, meaning
he can spend most of his time with his
dedicated team at the Hessle office.
So, if you have a website project that needs
an experienced and approachable team, you
should have a look at www.eyeweb.co.uk and
see if Paul and his in-house team can help you
out. l

We are proud to announce the first ever

THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO SUPPORT AND SHARE IN OUR VISION TO
RAISE THE PROFILE OF TALENTED, HARDWORKING AND DYNAMIC
INDIVIDUALS. HELP US RECOGNISE THE HARD WORK, DEDICATION AND
TALENT OF LOCAL PEOPLE WHO MAKE OUR BUSINESSES GREAT.
If you, or your organisation knows a person who has made an outstanding contribution
to their work place at any level, make sure you nominate them for the relevant award.

IT IS FREE TO ENTER.
If you would like to make a nomination, you’ll need to tell us why you think your
colleague, friend, or even yourself, should win.

NOMINATIONS CLOSE ON FRIDAY 26TH APRIL
AND THE SHORTLIST WILL BE ANNOUNCED ON FRIDAY 10TH MAY.
You can nominate more than one person for an award.
CATEGORIES INCLUDE:
RISING STAR
ABOVE AND BEYOND
APPRENTICE OF THE YEAR
FIRST CLASS SERVICE

ENTREPRENEUR OF THE
YEAR
INSPIRING CONTRIBUTION
INNOVATOR

Awards evening to be held: Friday 12th July 2019
Time: 6:30pm – 1am
Venue: DoubleTree Hilton, 24 Ferensway, Hull,
HU2 8NH
Dress code: Black tie

MANAGER
TEAM IMPACT
GRIT
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT

Kindly sponsored by

Champagne reception followed by three course meal
After dinner speakers, Paul and Rob Forkan

Web: www.heypibawards.com

Awards presentations

Twitter: @HEYPIBAwards

Entertainment from The Tzars until carriages

Facebook: facebook.com/HEYPIBAwards
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A HOME FOR HEROES
How Paul Matson’s work on DIY SOS inspired him
to create a Veterans’ Village in Hull.
When DIY SOS came to Hull in 2015, Paul
Matson received an email. As the owner of
a company building conservatories in the
area, he accepted the invitation to help:
modifying the home of a family living with
the effects of motor neurone disease.
Paul was soon in front of the DIY SOS
cameras again, working on a project
to build a “veterans’ street”, homes
in Manchester to be be renovated to
accommodate former armed forces
members who had fallen on hard times. As
a veteran, and someone who had fallen on
hard times himself, it was a cause close to
Paul’s heart. “On the way home, I pulled up
at traffic lights and noticed derelict houses.
I thought, ‘What if I could get a few friends
together and renovate a house for a
veteran in Hull?’”
He got home and posted on Facebook,
setting out his plan, asking whether anyone
could pitch in or contribute materials. “As
soon as I put my mobile down, it nearly
set alight. It was vibrating like mad: 100
likes, 200 likes, 300, 400… and loads of
comments.” And so, a new charity, Hull 4
Heroes, began.
Paul was born in Hull and grew up in
the city. He joined the Army after school,
serving in the Royal Artillery in the 1980s.
“I got myself a special job,” he says. “I saw
the world.” But the job brought hardship,
too. Paul served in Northern Ireland during

the Troubles. “That was something we had
to endure,” he says. “It was a difficult time
for a lot of us.”
It wasn’t until Paul took part in DIY SOS
and Veterans’ Street that he realised how
many others faced the same difficulties he
had after leaving the Army. On returning
from service, many veterans do not
have the support and resources to meet
their basic needs. When their resources
are depleted, these veterans can suffer
depression and even be left homeless. “I’d
always thought I was the only veteran who
had fallen down after leaving the forces,”
Paul says. But going on DIY SOS changed
that. I spoke to everybody we were
helping – and everybody seemed to have
a similar story.” That realisation was both
comforting and concerning. “I thought,
‘Thank god I’m not the only one,’ but also:
‘isn’t it horrible there’s so many more?’ It
inspired me to do something.” The plan –
first hatched at those traffic lights – quickly
evolved.
Within weeks, Paul and other Hull 4
Heroes volunteers had renovated a house
for a local veteran. Now, Hull 4 Heroes has
a growing network of support creating
homes, providing education and sourcing
employment for veterans who have put
their lives on the line for their country and
its people. They aim to ensure a veterans’
transition into civilian life and regular

employment is as seamless as possible.
Paul has assembled a team of people
push Hull 4 Heroes on. He kept in touch
with Nick Knowles, meeting the DIY SOS
presenter to discuss ideas for the charity.
After several meetings, a new plan took
shape – an entire ‘Veterans’ Village’.
“It’s a transitional village,” says Paul.
“The idea is that when you come out of
the forces, you move here and we’ll teach
you skills to be a civilian, help you on your
way and then move you on to houses that
we’ll build as well.”
A 22-acre site on Priory Road has
been identified. It will feature 54 unique
properties of various sizes, all approved
for disabled access, and a training and
support centre. Paul is awaiting planning
permission, but architects and ecologists
are on board and, in many cases, people
have contributed time or materials for
free. There are also partnerships with local
authorities, educational establishments
and health care providers. But, fundraising
will become a priority, with the budget
for the undertaking estimated at £8
million. If anyone can drive the project to
completion, says Nick Knowles, it’s Paul.
“He is absolutely determined to make a
difference and he’s working very hard to
make it happen. Hull should be very proud
of him.” l
For more information,
visit hull4heroes.org.uk and
veteransvillage.co.uk
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You shall
have a fishy…
T

Think seafood is a light option? Sam Hawcroft is happy to have her
misconceptions overturned at Humber Fish Co.

he changing face of Humber Street
and the Fruit Market has been a subject
of controversy in the past couple of years;
there are fears that the area is being
overly gentrified at the expense of its
offbeat cultural quarter, which some feel
is being gradually edged out by upmarket
penthouses, boutiques and chic eateries.
While I do feel there is some cause for
concern, mainly due to the uncertainty
surrounding the future of the former

Fruit venue – which was the main
draw before the shock revelation that it
wouldn’t be returning following its £3.5m
refurbishment – I’m not so sure about the
reverse snobbery that seems to pervade the
debate. The lack of a main cultural hub is
worrying, yes, but I can’t understand why
anyone could think that the revamp, which
includes more housing, is a bad thing.
When the announcement about Fruit came
last summer, people were going around in

T-shirts emblazoned with “Make Humber
Street s*** again”. Seriously? I’m all for a
bit of shabby chic, and Fruit was ace (I’m
proud to say I’ve played there too), but it
was riddled with asbestos and the whole
street looked run-down. Now, along with
the marina, it’s one of the most attractive
parts of our city, if not the most, and it’s
a tourist hotspot waiting to explode once
the Castle Street bridge is finally built and
open.

bw-magazine.co.uk

‘‘

“Humber Fish Co tries wherever possible to use locally sourced seafood, and a chance to enjoy it just yards
from the river and Hull’s beautiful marina is just what the city centre has been waiting for.”

All of this was swirling around my
mind as I and Him Indoors, making a
rare trip outdoors, arrived in Humber
Street for our visit to Humber Fish Co.
The street looks lovely at night, with the
twinkling lights strung across it, the crisp
new paving and smart restaurant and shop
units, while it retains a strong creative
and cultural presence with the Oresome
Gallery and Jewellery Workshop, Studio
Eleven, the Humber Street Gallery, Form
Shop and Studio, the Museum of Club
Culture and Dinostar, to name a few. To
my eyes, it still has an eclectic feel to it
unlike anywhere else in the city, but given
a much-needed lick of paint – most of the
businesses there are independents, so it’s
hardly like it’s being filled with soulless
chain coffee shops. It’s not quite there
yet, but if the council and developers can
ensure that the unique cultural offering is
preserved, it has real potential to become
a destination for top cuisine and boutique
shopping too – and I think Hull needs

something like this. Humber Fish Co,
one of the newer additions to the street,
fits perfectly with this new ambience. It’s
not cheap, but neither is it outrageously
expensive.
The interior was bright and smart, but
relaxed, and we took our seats next to
the window beneath an archive picture
of trawlermen landing a gigantic halibut.
We were also near a colourful aquarium,
but managed to resist the urge to point to
one of the fish and tell the waitress, Little
Britain-style, “I want that one!” Him
Indoors ordered a pint of Shipyard Ale
(the obvious choice), and I had a small
glass of a particularly refreshing pinot
grigio – my first glass of vino in 2019, as it
happened. A little later, I had a small glass
of the albarino and was starting to feel a
bit hammered, which is what happens if
you do Dry January and then attempt to
drink anything whatsoever in February.
The wine list was reasonably extensive
and well-priced, but drinking wine by the

bottle (even by the glass, to be honest) is
becoming a thing of the past for me. I think
it’s because I’ve hit 40 and am starting to
worry about my own mortality. Anyway,
shortly afterwards, some lovely little
canapes arrived – mini-toasts with cream
cheese, sunblushed tomatoes and chopped
olives, dressed with micro-herbs – which
whetted our appetites for more.
And boy, was there more. For starters,
we chose the salt and pepper squid (£7)
and the smoked salmon (£8), infused with
gin from the Humber Street Distillery Co
yards down the road, a great local touch.
These were generous portions and supertasty. I’m not, I confess, a connoisseur of
gin (I’m one of those people who’s tried
Gordons once, thought it tasted like my
granny’s perfume, and never gone back),
so I don’t know whether the salmon
really tasted of gin, but I do know it was
delicious. As for the squid, I’m currently
compiling in my head a list of the best
squid in Hull, and while my list is rather
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short and totally unscientific, I reckon this
comes in the top two.
Perhaps subliminally influenced by the
photo of the huge halibut, for the main I
chose the spiced halibut and masala spiced
veg from the extensive specials board.
The effervescent waitress informed us the
portion of fish in my dish was from one
of a similar size to that in the photo – a
whopping 57kg. The portion itself was
pretty whopping, too – a perfectly cooked

chunk of firm white fish atop a hearty
bowl of veg. Despite my best efforts, I
couldn’t quite finish it. The other half also
chose from the specials board, and had the
baked scallops with a sumptuous cheese

‘‘

and spinach dressing. These were four big,
meaty scallops in their shells, which might
not sound much, but they very nearly
defeated him too.
And here’s where any notion that fish

”Seafood restaurants have come and gone in Hull, but perhaps this
one is more “right place, right time”.

dishes are somehow a light option goes out
of the window. The meals from the specials
board weren’t cheap (£20 for the scallops
and £22 for the halibut), but the value for
money was undeniable. By this point, we
were truly stuffed. I must add that there
are quite a few cheaper courses to be had,
and if you crave a big plate of proper fish
and chips (cod or haddock), they do that
too, and it’ll only set you back £14. I have
these cravings often, so I feel I will be back
before long for this. There is also a fillet
steak dish, a chicken dish and a vegetable
moussaka on the menu, so if one of your
party isn’t too keen on fish there are other

‘‘

options. But Humber Fish Co does what
it says on the tin, and it’s a sign of quality
and attention to detail that there are not too
many non-fish dishes muddying the waters.
Had this been a regular night out and
not a restaurant review, I’d have passed on
dessert. But, in the spirit of research, just
for you, dear readers, I bravely squeezed in
a portion of the salted caramel cheesecake.
Those who know me will know I do that
“Homer from The Simpsons” face when
presented with the very idea of cheesecake,
and this one was, well… wow. It was
stupendous. The other half being a whisky
fan, he went for the considerably lighter

Affogato – which is a choice of liqueur
(you name it, they’ve got it), a shot of
espresso and a scoop of vanilla ice-cream.
It’s the perfect palette-cleanser when you
can’t really squeeze much else in.
Seafood restaurants have come and gone
in Hull, among the most recently departed
being Bait and the Fish & Chip Kitchen
in Princes Avenue, but perhaps this one
is more “right place, right time”. Humber
Fish Co tries wherever possible to use
locally sourced seafood, and a chance to
enjoy it just yards from the river and Hull’s
beautiful marina is just what the city centre
has been waiting for. l

“The street looks lovely at night, with the twinkling lights strung across it, the crisp new paving and smart
restaurant and shop units.”
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Watchmaking elite
Josh Sims takes a look at the brands thinking out of the box.

I

t’s a bargain for £50,000. To celebrate 50 years since it devised
its famed El Primero movement - a record breaker for accuracy watch brand Zenith has produced its own box set. Open it and an
in-built video screen gives you a potted history of the El Primero,
plus there’s a naked movement, magnifier and all the tools you
need to explore one yourself.
More excitingly, below are three exclusive watches - including
a re-issue of the AH386 chronograph and a piece built around the

new El Primero 2 movement, capable of mechanically measuring
time to one-tenth and one-hundredth of a second. There’s a space
too for a fourth watch - whoever buys one of these 50 boxes will
be offered the chance to purchase a watch yet to be released, but
which, when it does, will, incredibly, measure time to 1/1000th of
a second. All in all, this is the kind of box any horolophile would
have wished to have opened on Christmas day.
Selling as a package is a gimmick, perhaps. But, as the annual

gathering of the Swiss watchmaking elite at the Salon des Haute
Horlogerie (SIHH) show in Geneva this January revealed, Zenith
is not alone among watch brands seeking to think out of the box
when it comes to attracting customers to their not inexpensive
products. Take Panerai, for example. This year the Italian company
focuses on what it calls Submersibles - diving watches, in other
words. Among the new collection are several innovations - an
Ocean Blue model comes with indices carved from blocks of
Superluminova (an idea borrowed from re-launched British brand
Vertex perhaps); while Panerai also introduces Eco-Titanium, a
case material made from refined waste titanium, producing four
times less CO2 emissions in the process, the company claims. It’s
a move to be applauded in a luxury industry still largely reluctant
to take steps towards more environmentally-friendly production.
But there are also big innovations in marketing: buy one of
Panerai’s new limited editions - of between 15 and 33 pieces and, as part of the price, you get to dive in French Polynesia with
Guillaume Nery, the world free-dive champion, trek northern
Norway with arctic explorer Mike Horn, or spend a few days
training with Comsubin, the Italian Navy’s special forces division.
This is not the kind of freebie you usually get with your watch, no
matter how macho it might be.
Such moves might at first hint at desperation, but more so
suggest a recognition that while the vast majority of watch

customers are looking for that one piece to last the best part of
a lifetime, watch collectors - who may buy one or two a year, or
more - are desperate for difference. “I think that’s why there’s
this swing towards niche brands doing more interesting things,”
argues Stephen Lee, head of UK sales for Parmigiani, Prince
Charles’ brand of choice, one just 22 years old but with 14 world
firsts under its belt. “A lot of people out there now have their
mandatory Rolex and maybe even a Patek, and now maybe they’re
a little bored. That mid-price market [which in the watch world is
anything from £3000 to £15,000] is very competitive now. Brands
have to do something distinctive.”
Perhaps ticking this box would be Ulysse Nardin’s series of
watches whose dials are exquisitely ‘micro-painted’ with Sapphic
erotic scenes drawn by legendary Italian comic book illustrator
Milo Minara, each more graphic in its depiction of an unlikely
underwater encounter between pin-up, mermaid and passing shark.
It’s a touch of titillation for the wrist. Such pieces make Vacheron
Constantin’s Mechanique Sauvages dials - think meticulous 3D
engraving, wood marquetry, copper plate and grisaille enamelling
to produce dials depicting falcons and tigers - look positively
tame. Or consider IWC’s sponsoring of a forthcoming, world first,
global circumnavigation flight by a restored Spitfire, naturally
marking the fact that its new stand-out pieces take inspiration from
the pilots’ watches it originally made back in the 1940s and after.
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A few brands, of course, continue to explore advances in movement
design of the kind that, outside of the industry, are hard to appreciate,
and sometimes hard to get that excited about - the likes of the lesserknown DeWitt, which, as the company’s professorial founder Jerome
de Witt puts it, boldly “tries to be free, to do what it can to be new,
and then worries about the price”. With one of the more interesting
ideas for 2019, Vacheron Constantin’s Twin Beat model, for example,
is a watch with two balance wheels, working at two frequencies, and
between which the wearer switches depending on whether the watch
is being worn or is dormant, thus giving it in typical use an impressive
65 day power reserve; an instantaneous jumping calendar complication
has been re-considered so as to be some four times less energy hungry
too. Likewise Tag Heuer’s new Nanograph tourbillon comes with the
first carbon mainspring and, refreshingly, movement parts coated in
Super-luminova - some 700 such watches will be made, evidence that
what is more usually considered a mass-market brand can make highend pieces in a proper production series.
But for many watch companies advances come in embracing new,
functionality-forward materials science, rather than in trying to perfect
the mechanism engineering of the past. There’s IWC’s new Hard
Gold, an alloying process that makes the shiny stuff tougher and more
scratch-resistant; or F.P. Joune’s Titalyt treatment, an oxidation process
used to make titanium tougher still.
This is not to say there are not superficial trends. Watches always
have at least one eye on fashion. Crystal, for example, used for just the
glass until Hublot pioneered ways to use it to make entire cases, is now
more prevalent - HYT, which uses tubes of liquid to give a more poetic
expression of passing time, offers its Time is Precious watch dial with
marquetry in silicon. Bronze - just a couple of years ago considered
radically outre in high-end watchmaking for being an unstable metal
which will age over time - is this year much more commonplace. Blue
was the big colour of SIHH last year, and this year there is even more
of it - in dials, bezels, straps, with Hublot offering a blue-dialled Big
Bang GMT and Vacheron Constantin launching a new line devoted
to what is said to the the world’s favourite colour, here specifically
shades of midnight and petrol blue. But grey is now the edgier choice,
with a grained effect - akin to that of a sharks-skin perhaps - making
it edgier still, as the likes of Laurent Ferrier and Panerai have explored.
And, with this year’s anniversary of the moon landing, perhaps
space exploration is in mind too: there’s Speke Marin’s handsome new
Academic Full Moon model, or Hermes’ Arceau L’Heure de la Lune,
with a double moon face and two dials, which periodically orbit the
watch face to cover the moons. Hermes is also one of a number of
brands to use an unusual, highly textured material for unique dials meteorite - with Piaget, known best for its super slim models, coping
with the challenge of cutting this otherworldly visitor in sufficiently
thin slices. Piaget’s output was all carefully carved from the same
precious space rock, discovered in Namibia and a true one off.
That, of course, is always an option for the exceptionally wellheeled or fanatical: to have one watch in a series of one. Roger
Dubuis’ collaboration with Lamborghini continues apace. And so, just
because the super-car maker last year built its first ever fully bespoke
car for a client, the Swiss watchmaker has followed suit by making the
bluntly-named Excalibur One-Off. It’s a double tourbillon with, among
its four patents, a push button arrangement that allows the user to
switch between the winder and function selection, much like a paddle
control shifting between gears. And, if it hadn’t been sold already, it
could have been yours for a cool £1m. l
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An eventful eight years
Phil Ascough looks back at
the highlights of his time on
the Chamber board, which
reached its pinnacle with the
launch of its culture fund.
As restaurants go, a private dining room at
the House of Commons is hard to beat. The
succulent roast beef certainly got my vote,
and the combination of wood panelling
and green leather seats embossed with
the Parliamentary portcullis provided the
perfect backdrop for discussions between
business leaders and MPs about the Hull
and Humber economy.
That was back in November 2014, and
the location alone makes it one of the
highlights of my eight-year term on the
board of the Hull and Humber Chamber of
Commerce, which came to a close at the
beginning of March.
Other memorable occasions were
similarly probing discussions that I had the
privilege to chair as Chamber president at
Winteringham Fields and at the Holiday Inn
Hull Marina, Chamber Council meetings at
such iconic businesses as British Steel and
Reckitt Benckiser and Hull Area Council
meetings at venues that included the
Guildhall and the Deep.
I’ve retained the role of chairman of Hull
Area Council where, following our latest
briefing by leading figures from Hull City
Council, we will be working to ensure that
the voice of the membership of about
2,000 businesses in an organisation dating
back to 1837 remains prominent in the Hull
area.
We’re aiming to engage more closely
and more frequently with large and
small businesses and with other business
organisations, promoting and protecting the
Chamber’s independence and partnering
with other stakeholders.
At the heart of the expanding network
is the membership, who benefit from
a variety of support services and from
communicating with each other via
the Chamber’s media channels and its
comprehensive programme of events

Phil Ascough with Andy Pearson of E52 theatre company.

including networking lunches, awards
dinners and the Expo, which is a major part
of Humber Business Week.
My presidential year of 2017-18 was the
pinnacle of eight years on the board, not
just because it coincided with Hull’s status
as UK City of Culture but also because
of what the Chamber did to mark the
occasion.
We ruled out spending a five-figure sum
on fireworks and festivals because it would
have sent a sizeable chunk of money from
members literally up in smoke. Instead
we launched the Chamber Culture Fund,
committing the return from some of the
Chamber’s investments to support annual
awards to arts and culture projects in the
Hull and Humber region.
We made the first award in 2018 to
the E52 theatre company to assist with
its development of Pale Blue Dot, which
was performed to enthralled audiences in

theatres and schools throughout the region.
We’re now receiving bids for the second
round of funding, with a closing date
of Monday, March 18. The fact that we
received 42 bids in the first round is an
indication of the demand from arts and
culture practitioners for money and in-kind
support, and the Chamber Culture Fund
is as much about encouraging businesses
to donate, whether directly or through
the Chamber, as about making our own
contributions.
By the time you read this, the deadline
for this year’s applications might have
passed, but hopefully you heard about it
through the wider media and responded in
time.
But whether you missed it or not, and
whether you want to apply to a future
round or support the fund as a business,
please drop us a note to
president@hull-humber-chamber.co.uk l
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Forward plan with our helpful

EVENTS DIARY
MARCH
6

Cyber Security Forum, C4DI, Hull

6

Bondholder Skills Breakfast Event,
Bonus Arena, Hull

7

Making Tax Digital: The Clock is Ticking,
The Business Hive, Grimsby

7

Bank of England: Bondholder and IoD Breakfast
Event, DoubleTree by Hilton, Hull

7

Inspiring Business 2019 with speakers Sheila
Granger and Tony Bowler, Hallmark Hotel, Hull

13

Humberside Expo, KCOM Stadium

13

University of Hull Mediator Experience Day,
by Hunt ADR

13

Women’s Enterprise in the Humber March Event,
Holiday Inn, Hull

14

The Remarkable East Yorkshire Tourism Awards
(REYTAs), Bonus Arena, Hull

15

Active Humber Spring Conference,
Forest Pines Hotel, Broughton

19

You Can Export, by DIT Yorkshire and the Humber,
Hallmark Hotel, Hull

20

Planning Law in Practice, Rollits, Hull

20

Young Ambassadors Guided Networking Event,
The Baths Hall, Scunthorpe

21

Annual Bondholder Ambassador Event, Hull Minster

25

IoD Meet Up Monday with Alan Johnson, RSM, Hull

28

Employment Law Update, by CIPD and Bridge
McFarland, Village Hotel, Hull

28

Story Telling for Social Media and Business Writing,
by Humber Business Growth Hub,
K2 Bond Street, Hull

APRIL
10

Hull City v Wigan hosted by Marketing Humber,
KCOM Stadium, Hull

11

Beginners’ Guide to Exporting,
Hull Chamber of Commerce

23

FEO Go - Breakfast Meeting, KCOM Stadium, Hull

25

Women in Business: Champagne Tasting
at Cellar Door, Meltonwest Business Park, Melton

MAY
1

Offshore Wind Connections, by Team Humber
Marine Alliance, DoubleTree by Hilton, Hull

25

The Sport, Health and Fitness Show,
Bonus Arena, Hull

JUNE
5-6

Chamber Expo 2019, Bonus Arena, Hull

13

Inspiring Business 2019, Hallmark Hotel, Hull

14

BusinessWorks first anniversary celebration and
networking event, Hallmark Hotel, Hull

To have your event listed here, please email sam@bw-magazine.co.uk.
Please note, while we make every effort to ensure these listings are correct, we cannot be held responsible for changes or cancellations – always contact the venue beforehand to check.

We Love HU
9-11 Wellington Street
Fruit Market
Hull
HU1 1UF

LONDON OPULENCE
WITH NORTHERN
SENSIBILITY

l

Free gated parking

l

Keyless entry/self checkin
(personal check in also available)

l

Smart TVs

l

Super fast internet

l

Free wifi

l

Claridges beds

l

Child friendly

l

Long and short term stays

l

Fully serviced to include washer,
dish washer, fridge/freezer,
coffee machines, microwave,
oven etc

NEW SERVICED SUITES
SMART TV, NETFLIX
AMAZON – ALL INCLUDED
Kenny Keegan

l

l

l

All amenities right on doorstep
to include eateries, gift/
clothes shopping, hairdressers,
convenience store etc

l

Free local hand made chocolates
upon arrival

l

Discounts if booked via FB,
Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter &
direct

l

Comes complete with bathroom
and beverage essentials

Roof top communal terrace with
STUNNING views of the Humber

l

Wheelchair friendly

Central to Hull

l

Guest support nearly 24/7

We Love HU@welovehu
we❤HU@We_love_HU
we_lovehu

Direct bookings:
Kenny 07799790023 l Jules 07712635228

When Robby decided
to ride solo and buy her
own bike shop, we were
right behind her with
a bridging loan.
Lending for the
new normal.

At Together our experience spans over
decades and tens of thousands of bridging
loans. So our flexible approach to lending
means that being self-employed and
buying a property for commercial use,
is perfectly normal to us.
Find out how we do things differently
at togethermoney.com/fundingthegap
or call 0333 355 9133
For professional intermediary use only.
‘Robby’ has been used for illustrative purposes only.

